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Pre- and Post-Scanning of Vehicles 

Canadian Collision Industry Forum – Forum 
Canadien de L’industrie de la Carosserie



ANTITRUST / COMPETITION 
GUIDELINES
 In today’s workshop, we will not discuss any issues that would 

violate antitrust guidelines. Surveys of prices, discounts and costs 
are permissible, but only under strict guidelines and only if they are 
not part of a conspiracy to fix prices or to otherwise restrain trade.  
Remember, the prices charges must be calculated and determined 
by the business owner alone. These prices should take into account 
the costs of doing business and include allowances for reasonable 
profit.

 All content of this program is based on standard economic and 
management principles. Profit margins, labor rates, etc., used in this 
presentation are to be taken as examples only.  The intent of this 
workshop is to provide attendees with basic human resources 
management skills that will enable them to determine their own 
individual rates, profit percentages and other operation aspects of 
their businesses strictly on an individual basis, using generally 
accepted management principles.



Session’s Desired Outcome
There is a lot of talk right now in the industry:
 Do we need to scan every vehicle pre- and post-repair?
 Do we really need to do a seat calibrations on vehicles, 

such as Toyota or Honda? 
 What if the vehicle was NOT even occupied during the accident? 
 What happens if we do NOT scan the vehicle prior to delivery to 

the consumer?
Mike Anderson of Collision Advice will lead a panel discussion 

with OEMs about what is 

FACT versus FICTION?



Session’s Desired Outcome

 Quite often the OEMs tell us in their repair information 
that we need to do these things…However, insurers and shops sometimes 
wonder if it is really necessary? Do we really need to do these things if so, why? 

 Are there parameters to these items? OEM supporting documents available? 
 Do the work orders need to look different to accommodate data retrieval? 
 What should a shop do if an insurer refuses to pay for these operations and an 

OEM says the operation is necessary? 
 Must Owners authorize and receive a clear explanation of what the pre-post 

scanning will uncover; in case not all items will be loss related and owner may 
be responsible for payment? 

This panel discussion is intended to educate all parties 
in the Collision Repair Industry - insurers, shops and technicians. 



Facilitator - Mike Anderson 
Collision Advice 

 Mike is a former shop owner. 
 He now owns and operates Collision Advice, 

an industry research, reference and consulting 
business.     

 Mike serves as a facilitator for Axalta’s highly 
recognized Business Council 20 Groups in both 
the US and Canada for MSOs, Dealers and 
Independent shop owners. 

 Mike also facilitates numerous courses for the 
Axalta Performance Services Educational Series.  

 He sits on a variety of industry advisory boards and committees. 



Let’s Meet our OEM Panelists 



Paul Stella – Manager, Collision Repair & 
Refinish Toyota Canada Inc.  
• Paul Stella has 30 years’ experience at Toyota 

Canada Inc. 
• He has held various positions such as Warehouse 

Operation Manager, Manager Parts Operations, 
Parts and Service Area Manager for Toyota and 
Lexus, and the Manager of the Vehicle Processing 
Centre. 

• He has in-depth knowledge of the Toyota 
Production System / Toyota-Way. 

• Paul is a huge fan of NASCAR and is a graduate at 
Centennial College Automotive Technician 
Program.

• Paul has been the Manager for the Collision Repair 
and Refinish program at Toyota Canada for the 
past 4 Years



Scott Wideman – Collision Repair 
Manager, Volkswagen and Audi Group 
Canada 
• Scott Wideman has over 25 years of 

experience in the automotive industry, 
with 19 years in dealer aftersales for 7 
different automotive brands. 

• In his current role, Scott is responsible 
for the Certified Collision Programs for 
Volkswagen and Audi and is focused 
on working with all stakeholders to 
improve the collision repair process 
with consumer safety the top priority.



Chris Hogg – Business Planning 
Specialists, Honda Canada Inc. 
• Chris started at Honda in 2002 
• Chris has held various positions including Information Technology, 

Sales Operations Analyst, and most recently Business Planning. 
• In 2013 Chris launched Honda’s national body shop certification 

program called ProFirst, Honda Canada's official recognition 
program for Honda and Acura dealer-owned, and independent 
collision repair facilities. 

• The purpose of ProFirst is to promote the correct, complete, and 
safe repair of Honda and Acura vehicles and to provide support to 
those collision repair businesses who have demonstrated a 
commitment to a high level of customer care and satisfaction.

• Chris is also responsible for program management and dealer 
network support for Honda Canada’s Honda/Acura Collision 
Advantage Parts Program. 

• Honda Canada’s Collision Advantage Program is a wholesale 
support initiative, available to both Honda and Acura dealers. 



Bruce Woodrich – Product Line Manager for 
Collision Repair and Parts, FCA Canada Inc. 

• Bruce Woodrich is the Product 
Line Manager for Collision & 
Repair Parts with FCA Canada. 

• Bruce has been in the Automotive 
industry for over 40 year with the 
last 17 years in Collision and 
Repair parts.  

• Bruce has a Bachelor of 
Commerce from the University of 
Windsor and MBA from Central 
Michigan University. 



Let’s Meet our Insurance Panelists 



Joe Carvalho – Manager National Auto 
Vendor Programs, Economical Insurance 

• Joe Carvalho is the National Manager, for 
Physical Damage Vendor Programs for 
Economical Insurance. 

• Joe’s roots are deep in the collision industry. 
He is a licensed collision professional who, 
over the last 27 years, has worked for 
Economical Insurance and has recently 
assumed his current national role for 
Economical Insurance.

• Joe is a passionate industry participant and 
after serving two years on the CCIF Steering 
Committee, has assumed the position of 
CCIF Chairman, starting his term in January 
2016.



David Wedlake– Ontario Rely Manager, Auto 
Rely Vendor Network, Intact Insurance

Dave Wedlake joined Intact Insurance in 1998, and 
brings over 30 years experience to the collision industry. 
He has worked for two other insurance companies prior 
to arriving at Intact. 
Along the way he also managed a body shop for a large 
GM dealer North of the GTA, and spent time managing 
an independent body shop in Scarborough. 
His roles at Intact included staff appraiser, working as a 
re-inspector for the Ontario Appraisal Unit, as well as 
being a Unit Manager for the OAU. 
Dave's current role at Intact sees him managing the 
Ontario Auto Rely Vendor Network. 
Dave spends his spare time as the Referee-in-Chief of 
the Ontario Minor Hockey Association, a position he has 
held for the past four years, and is an active Level 5 
hockey official.



Tony Sutera Sardo – National Vendor 
Manager, RSA Canada  
• Tony Sutera-Sardo joined RSA Insurance in 1999 

and brings over 25 years of industry experience to 
his role as the National Vendor Manager APD. 

• He’s worked in several Claims roles including that of 
Director Auto and Heavy Equipment Appraisal & 
Vendor Relations.

• He has a back ground in Automobile Appraisal both 
independent and staff as well as an Extensive 
Technical Background in Auto body Repair beginning 
in 1989. 

• Tony sits on several committees including the GAA 
Technical Committee in Quebec and the CCIF 
Steering Committee.



Let’s Meet our Vendor Panelists 



Michel Caron – Vice President, Sales, 
Audatex

• Michel is the Vice President, Sales, Dealer Fixed 
Operations and Collision Repair Solutions, and has been 
with Audatex Canada for 13 years.

• With his in-depth product knowledge and 20+ years of 
experience in the Canadian automotive and insurance 
industry, he has a deep understanding of the needs of 
shops, independent appraisers and the various other 
customers of Audatex Canada. 

• Michel has an unwavering commitment to customer service 
and excellence and he is a true student of the automobile 
and software technology fields. 

• Michel makes his home in Prince Edward Island, and 
spends his spare time with his family, enjoying sports and 
woodworking.



Michel Gagnon – Director of Canadian Operations, 
Collision Repair, Mitchell International
• Michel Gagnon’s passion for the collision repair industry began 

over 20 years ago. 
• Michel started his career in this industry as a solution provider 

for both the repair and the insurance claims verticals. 
• Starting with Insurance and Repair Vehicle Replacement 

business with Enterprise as they entered the Canadian market 
and quickly moved through many leadership levels up to a 
Regional Manager role.  

• Michel joined Mitchell International 15 years ago as an 
Insurance Account Executive and moved to the Repair vertical 
4 years ago as Director of Canadian Operations, Collision 
Repair.  

• Michel’s role over the past 20 years has been focused on 
addressing these challenges by adapting and providing 
solutions to the Collision industry, claims and repair. 



Dan Young – Vice President Sales and 
Marketing, Collision Diagnostic 

• Dan worked for Allstate Insurance for 20 Years 
in the USA.

• Dan has an Extensive background in P&C 
Claims, Sales and Risk Management

• Dan worked for CARSTAR US with 250 
locations for 13 Years where he served as 
SVP of Insurance Relations and Brand 
President

• Dan is currently now with Collision Diagnostic 
Services as their VP of Sales and Marketing 



Let’s Meet the Collision Repairer Panelist



Terrence Bradimore

VP of Operations at C.K. Collision Centres

• Terrence is a second generation shop owner 
with over 20 years of industry experience. 

• He has a strong focus on implementing new 
technologies and operates C.K. Collision as a 
meritocracy – good ideas are implemented and 
outdated practices are discarded based on their 
merits, not by mere opinion, tenure, or hierarchy.

• He loves you in the industry more than he is 
terrified of microphones, and hopes to be a 
positive contributor to an environment focused 
on finding creative solutions that benefit shops, 
insurers, OEMs, and customers.



Before We begin let me share some 
stories….



Liability
 Liability is the biggest issue that 

keeps 
OEM’s awake at night

 Let me tell you a story…
o Toyota with Blind Spot Monitor

(BSM)
o Repaired rear quarter panel
o Repair was off by 7 degrees
o OEM documentation said 

couldn’t
be off by more than 5 degrees



Blind spot module indicating 
horizontal axis is misaligned:  
5 degrees max deviation. 

2015 Toyota Avalon



5 Degrees MAX Deviation

Requires Toyota Specific Target

2015 Toyota Avalon



2015 Toyota Avalon



Module 1:  Repairing Vehicles Properly

2007 Audi Q7
122,204 Miles
No lights on dashboard
Navigation unit not working.
Impact to right rear of car.
WITHOUT Scan Tool:
• Shop is a unable to handle customer’s concern on Navigation error.
• Vehicle would have to go to the dealer for diagnostic inspection.
• Dealer found navigation MMI (Multi-Media Interface) unit located in right rear of vehicle had no 

communication.
• Dealership would have likely replaced the module for no communication error and would have no 

reason to analyze freeze frame data.
• High probability insurance carrier pays for unknown electrical failure in control module, because of close 

proximity to vehicle impact zone.

Scan results found lost communication with Navigation MMI unit.  Further inspection found open 
TSB for sunroof leak.

WITH Scan Tool:
• Scan identifies the navigation faults on the first day of the repair.
• Scan found in the freeze frame data that navigation faults were recorded  8,954 miles  and 7 months 

prior to date of loss.
• Scan also found Audi has an open TSB for this exact problem on the Q7 model range.
• Savings to insurance carrier over $1500.00



Module 1:  Repairing Vehicles Properly

Toyota Camry

 In a minor accident
 Replaced:

– Front Bumper Cover
– Grille
– Grille Emblem



Module 1:  Repairing Vehicles Properly

VW Beetle … My Radio doesn’t work !



Pre & Post Scanning 
vs. 

Calibrations

What is the difference? 



Now for the Questions !!



So, How did we get here ………

While Self Driving Vehicles get all of the attention in the media.    
The primary focus of the OEM’s are as follows:

 Prevent Fatalities
 Minimize Bodily Injuries
 Improve Fuel Economy
 Comfort Features

According to the World Health Organization, 1.24 million 
people die in traffic accidents each year.  On a global scale, 
traffic fatalities continue to increase steadily and are expected 
to become the fifth leading cause of death by 2030, unless 
countermeasures are implemented. 



These 6 manufacturers represent 61% of the market share!
SOURCE: EDMUNDS.COM

OEM Scanning Position Statements



Paul Stella 
Manager, Collision Repair & Refinish Toyota Canada Inc.  





Pre-Collision System 
(PCS) 

Provides collision avoidance or 
damage mitigation support in speed 

ranges where rear end collisisions 
are likely to occur

Lane Departure Alert 
(LDA)

Provides notification regarding the 
risk of unintended lane departure

Auto High Beams 
(AHB)

Vehicle detects lights of leading or 
opposing vehicles and automatically 
changes between high and low beam 

headlight settings

Pedestrian Pre-
Collision System  

Advanced sensor system helps to 
recognize pedestrians and provide 
collision avoidance support and/or 

damage mitigation

Dynamic Radar 
Cruise Control 

(DRCC)

Follows the car in front maintaing 
distance between vehicles up to a 

set speed

TSS (P)

• Warning light not always present
• Proper documentation and tools required to 

preform calibration
• OE spec part necessary to achieve calibration
• Windshield is a great example 
(7 different applications single model)



Toyota Position Statement



Toyota / Lexus / Scion Position Statement 
on Scanning



Did you know????
You need to perform a zero-point calibration on a Toyota after completing collision repairs?



Questions for Toyota – Lexus: 

1. How would it be possible to determine damage to a vehicle without 
performing a pre-scan?  Are there other ways to determine damage (output 
tests, visual inspection, etc.)?

2. Why are OE factory scan tools better than the aftermarket tools? What is 
the difference and how would using an aftermarket tool affect the repair 
and vehicle safety? Build Data, and what else?

3. Does it matter if a vehicle is unoccupied when it is in an accident OR if the 
airbags do not deploy? Does it still require scanning? 

4. What could the result be if a vehicle was not scanned before releasing it 
back to the consumer?

5. What are the consequences if a seat calibration is NOT performed?



Chris Hogg 

Business Planning Specialists, Honda Canada Inc. 



Honda Position Statement



American Honda Position Statement on 
Scanning



Did You Know????

Honda requires a OPDS unit operation check 
after a collision, even if the airbag didn’t 

deploy 



Honda Lane Departure System



Questions for Honda – Acura:

1. How would it be possible to determine damage to a vehicle without 
performing a pre-scan?  Are there other ways to determine damage (output 
tests, visual inspection, etc.)?

2. Why are OE factory scan tools better than the aftermarket tools? What is 
the difference and how would using an aftermarket tool affect the repair 
and vehicle safety? Build Data, and what else?

3. Does it matter if a vehicle is unoccupied when it is in an accident OR if the 
airbags do not deploy? Does it still require scanning? 

4. What could the result be if a vehicle was not scanned before releasing it 
back to the consumer?

5. What are the consequences if a seat calibration is NOT performed?



Bruce Woodrich

Product Line Manager for Collision Repair and Parts, FCA 
Canada Inc. 



Chrysler Position Statement



Did You Know…

2014 Jeep Grand Cherokee Blind Spot Monitor
If the vehicle has experienced any trauma in the 

outboard area at each end of the rear fascia
behind the rear wheel openings where the sensors 
are located, even if the fascia is not damaged, the 

radar sensor may have become misaligned. 
A misaligned radar sensor will result in the BSM 

system not operating properly.

The blind spot sensors and control circuitry cannot 
be adjusted or repaired. If a sensor is damaged or 
ineffective, it must be replaced with a new unit. 

The sensor module software is flash 
programmable. The mounting bracket for each 
sensor is serviced only as a unit with the rear 

bumper fascia. 



Questions for FCA –

1. How would it be possible to determine damage to a vehicle without 
performing a pre-scan?  Are there other ways to determine damage 
(output tests, visual inspection, etc.)?

2. Why are OE factory scan tools better than the aftermarket tools? 
What is the difference and how would using an aftermarket tool 
affect the repair and vehicle safety? Build Data, and what else?

3. Does it matter if a vehicle is unoccupied when it is in an accident 
OR if the airbags do not deploy? Does it still require scanning? 

4. What could the result be if a vehicle was not scanned before 
releasing it back to the consumer?



Scott Wideman 

Collision Repair Manager, Volkswagen and Audi Group Canada 



Volkswagen Scan 
Tool Requirements
 Electronic Vehicle Systems

Safety related system such as: 
ABS/Electronic Differential Lock (EDL), 
Airbag, electronically regulated vehicle 
systems; Electro-mechanical, Electro-
hydraulic steering and other driver 
assistance systems must be queried 
for fault codes that could possibly be 
stored, using the vehicle diagnostic 
tester. If faults were stored in the 
Diagnostic Trouble Code (DTC) 
memory for the system mentioned, 
then these systems must be serviced 
according to the specifications in the 
repair manual. After performing 
repairs, check the fault stored in the 
DTC memory of the affected system 
again, to make sure that proper 
function can be ensured again.



2006 Jetta Electronic Control Module 
Procedures



2012 Audi A4 2008



Audi Q5 2008



Audi Q5 2008



Audi Q5 2008



Audi Q7 2007



Audi Q7 2007



2012 VW Passat NMS



VW Parking Aid Sensor and Adaptive 
Cruise 
Painting Instructions (Amarok 2017, Beetle 2012, CC 
2012)



Questions for VW – Audi: 

1. How would it be possible to determine damage to a vehicle without 
performing a pre-scan?  Are there other ways to determine damage 
(output tests, visual inspection, etc.)?

2. Why are OE factory scan tools better than the aftermarket tools? 
What is the difference and how would using an aftermarket tool 
affect the repair and vehicle safety? Build Data, and what else?

3. Does it matter if a vehicle is unoccupied when it is in an accident 
OR if the airbags do not deploy? Does it still require scanning? 

4. What could the result be if a vehicle was not scanned before 
releasing it back to the consumer?



Questions for ALL OEM’s 



OEM Questions – For All

1. If your company does not currently provide “freeze frame 
data” (date, time, mileage) for the DTC’s, when do you 
expect to have this data?

2. What is your OEM position statement on repair of bumper 
covers or use of filler material if they have blind spot 
monitors (BSM) or parking sensors, etc.? 

– Some OEM’s have statements saying that they can’t be repaired? 
– Does your OEM have any statements that you can share?



Insurer Questions – For All 

1. If no DTC’s are found or only non-accident related 
DTC’s are found, should the customer pay for the 
pre-scan?  Think X Rays in the Medical Industry. 

2. What guidelines does your company have to 
determine when and where a completion scan should 
be reimbursed?

3. Is there a risk of future liability if the post repair scan 
is not performed and documented? This goes back to 
the OEM’s as well.



Insurer Questions – For All

4. Do you expect underwriting in the future to 
include the additional cost of repairing new 
technologies in the vehicle owner’s policy, 
including the need for diagnostics?

5. What disclosure/permission is needed from the 
vehicle owner before performing a pre- and post-
repair scan?

6. Could the results of the pre-scan affect the 
insurance company’s decision on the vehicle 
owner’s claim? 



Insurer Questions – For All

 If there was one thing you could ask of the OEM’s not 
just those here but all OEM’s what would that be?



Vendor Questions - for All



Statistics & Reality…
The following data is based on the following criteria:
• All makes and models 2010 to 2016 
• Repairable only vehicles in Canada
• Time Period of Jan 1,2016 –December 31,2016 .

 Audatex = 615,548
 Mitchell = 646,984

Thus the Total vehicle repairs completed in 2016 in the Canadian market is 1,262,532. 

How many of these had a pre or post scan? 
Is this even doable or feasible to get to scale to handle this all?
Does this really need to be done on all losses? 
Does the industry have the capacity, training and equipment to execute? 



Questions for Mitchell and Audatex:

 Do you foresee the IP’s coming up with Labor Times 
for some of these operations in the future?

 Do you currently publish any labor times any examples 
you can share?

 Do you forsee I-CAR playing a role in this moving 
forward?

What can the OEM”s, insurers, shops or others do to 
Help YOU the IP’s, HELP US !?!



Questions for CDS
What experiences have you had in regards to 

Aftermarket Scan tools versus OEM Scan Tools?
What percentage of vehicles that are Pre Scanned do 

you find DTC’s that are accident related?
What percentage of vehicles that are Post Scanned do 

you find DTC’s that are not just accident related but 
could present a major concern for Safety versus 
comfort features?

 Can you give us an idea of the costs of some of these 
scan tools

 Is it more than just hooking up a scan tool, what other 
types of things are required i.e. researching codes, ? 



Questions for the Collision Repairer



Terrence Bradimore

VP of Operations at C.K. Collision Centres



Questions for the Collision Repairer

 Does your shop currently research OEM repair 
procedures on every vehicle that they repair and if so 
what method do you utilize?

What do you do if an insurer refuses to pay for it? 
 In your opinion what are the options if an insurer 

refuses to pay for a POST Scan?
 In your opinion who accepts the liability if a vehicle is 

not scanned and an issue occurs after the fact?
What is it like in the real world without naming any 

insurers are you finding insurers are paying , are not 
paying, ? 



Collision Advice Estimating Best Practices

Some Final Thoughts ?

Canadian Collision Industry Forum – Forum 
Canadien de L’industrie de la Carosserie



We Don’t Know what we don’t Know !! 

??????



Who Pays for What Survey

The percentage of repair facilities that said they research 
OEM procedures “all of the time” or “most of the time” 
increased slightly compared to last year.



Did You Know…

2011 Volkswagen Touareg – Front Fender service Procedure

Did you know you have to 
remove the windshield on 
a Volkswagen Touareg to 
remove the fender?



2015 Ford Mustang Quarter Panel Procedure

Ford requires Roof replacement and front and 
rear glass removal



OEM Specific panel adhesive, and 
detailed list of necessary R&I 
operations.



Did You Know…

2014 Ford Fusion Blind Spot Monitor and Cross Traffic Alert

NOTE: There should be no 
bumper stickers or body filler 
material used on the rear side 
bumper cover in the vicinity 
of the SODL (side obstacle 

detection control module LH) 
or SODR (side obstacle 

detection control module RH).
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ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES.
PASSIVE SAFETY SYSTEMS.

• ACSM- Crash Safety Module (Advanced Crash 
Safety Module)

• One Lateral and one longitudinal acceleration 
sensor in the B-pillars (green)

• One airbag sensor to monitor the pressure in each 
of the front doors (blue)

• One lateral and one longitudinal acceleration 
sensor in the ICM (yellow)

• One roll rate sensor in the ICM (yellow)

• One vertical acceleration sensor in the ICM (yellow)

• One front sensor on each of the engine supports 
(red)Door Pressure 

Sensor
B-Pillar Sensor







Other things to consider that require a 
Scan Tool…
 Initializing a check valve to bleed a coolant system.
 Test Driving a vehicle above 17 mph for 2 miles in a 

straight line for a Blind Spot Monitor
 Running the window up and down twice to re initialize 

the pinch protection on the window when you replace 
a door.

 How do you know if the Hands free is working, how do 
you know if the Adaptive Cruise Control is working, 
how do you know if …. 



Technology
https://www.verizonwireless.com/conne
cted-devices/hum-by-verizon/

Anyone can get decodes for dash lights 
and other vehicle functions through 
their mobile supplier. Is this the 
beginning of being able to self-diagnose 
and just request the part or service 
without paying for diagnostics? Will this 
evolve into all vehicle software 
systems?

https://www.verizonwireless.com/connected-devices/hum-by-verizon/


Participants:
 2 Insurers
 6 OEMs

Check out the video on YOUTUBE 



Lines of code

 Boeing 787 – 14 million lines of code
 F-35 Fighter Jet (2013) – 24 million 

lines of code
 Large Hadron Collider – 50 million 

lines of code
 Avg. high-end car – 100 million lines 

of code



Final Thoughts ! 
 OE’s invest millions of dollars to install safety technology in 

order achieve 5 star crash rating.
 Yet the repair community determines how to properly repair 

our vehicles.
 The word “recommended” is it costing Lives or Saving money?
 If someone Dies … we are all going to be find guilty by 

association !! Let’s Figure this out ! 
 Is it really about paying for it or is it about what is fair and 

reasonable? 
 Let’s have honest and open dialogue without fear of retribution



Call to Action
 It’s not just about scanning ! Recalibrations, Re-intializations, Re flashing, etc.

 IP’s need to come up with times for items such as Recalibration, Reflashing, 
Initialization, Output Tests, Road Test, etc. 

 More Specific Parameters from the OEM’s in regards to when and how?

 Monitoring of how often OEM repair procedures are researched with drill down 
information by user.

 Standardization of OEM information   ( easier to research)

 Insurance Standard for Authorization Form

 A path to resolution so that shops and insurers are not pitted against each other and 
the consumer is protected

 A new role for OEM Certification – Mechanical Training 



Questions & Answers

Thank you for your time and attention! 
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